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HowtoBuild a Statistical Learning System
for NLP?

2

LearningMachine Desired output



Option 1: Supervised Learning

This approach does not
scale to every task and
domain

have: unlabeled data

linguist annotators

hire: $$$$$$$$$$$$



Option II: Unsupervised Learning

have: unlabeled data

x1 x2 x3

design: model
y1 y2 y3

train:
to maximize

likelihood of
observed data

The true generative  
process is typically:

•unknown
•complex; hard to  
model efficiently



Option II: Unsupervised Learning

have: unlabeled data

x1 x2 x3

design: model
y1 y2 y3

train:
to maximize

likelihood of
observed data

The true generative  
process is typically:

•unknown
•complex; hard to 
model efficiently

Result: maximizing  
likelihood may not give  
expected output ...



Option III: Semi-supervised Learning

Have:

Train:
to maximize likelihood of  observed

data

Expectation Maximization:
may not be robust over
unlabeled data; does not
perform consistently better
than the counterpart model

Unlabeled	data Few labeled	
data

Chawla and Karakoulas 2005. JAIR
Cozman and Cohen, 2006
Mann and Andrew, ICML 2007
Su et al. ICML 2011



Prior Knowledge & Constraints

We  posses a wealth of prior
knowledge about most NLP tasks

Knowledge can be formulated into
constraints and many others math

formulas



Example: Text Classification

• Prior Knowledge:

• labeled features: information about the labels for  
documents that contain a particular word w

--- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- -----
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Documents Labels



Example: Text Classification

• Prior Knowledge:

• labeled features: information about the labels for  
documents that contain a particular word w

--- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- ----- --- --- -----

-- -- --- ---- -- -- --- ---- -- -- --- ---- -- -- --- ---- -- -- --- ---- -- -- --- ----
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
-- --------- -- --------- -- --------- -- --------- -- --------- -- ---------

------- ---- -- ------- ---- -- ------- ---- -- ------- ---- -- ------- ---- -- ------- ---- --

Documents Labels

baseball Mac politics ...
hit Apple senate ...

Braves Macintosh taxes ...
runs Powerbook liberal ...

sentiment polarity newsgroups classification
positive negative

memorable terrible

perfect boring

exciting mess



Example: Information Extraction

Prior Knowledge:

• labeled features:

• the word ACM should be labeled either journal or
conference most of the time

W. H. Enright. Improving the efficiency of matrix operations  
in the numerical solution of stiff ordinary differential  
equations.ACMTrans.Math.Softw.,4(2),127-136,June 1978.

Extraction from  
research papers:



Example: Information Extraction

Prior Knowledge:

• labeled features:

• the word ACM should be labeled either journal or
conference most of the time

• non-Markovian (long-range) dependencies:

• each reference has at most one segment of each type

W. H. Enright. Improving the efficiency of matrix operations  
in the numerical solution of stiff ordinary differential  
equations.ACMTrans.Math.Softw.,4(2),127-136,June 1978.

Extraction from  
research papers:



Example: Sentiment Extraction

Prior Knowledge:
• Specific terms (e.g. high resolution) can only modify few particular aspects
(e.g. screen)



Example: Sentiment Extraction

Prior Knowledge:
• We can easily write a few signature terms for each aspect when performing
Aspect detection

Price:{价格，花费，便宜，…}

Service:{服务，服务员，…	}

Favor:{口味，味道，…	}

Storyline：
{“故事”,	“情节”,	“题材”,	“剧本”,	“编
剧”}
Music：
{“主题曲”,	“片尾曲”,	“歌”}



Notation & Models

input variables (documents, sentences):

structured output variables (parses, sequences):

unstructured output variables (labels):

input / output variables for entire corpus:

probabilistic model parameters:

generative models:

discriminative models:

model feature function:



Leveraging Prior Knowledge & Constraints

Possible approaches and their limitations.



Limited Approach: Labeling Data

prior  
knowledge
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approach: Use prior knowledge to label data.

Prototypes (+ cluster features):
• [Haghighi & Klein 06]

Others:
•
•

[Raghavan & Allan 07]  
[Schapire et al.02]
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Limited Approach: Labeling Data

limitation: Often unclear how to label data.

• Example #: often (not always) game → {hockey,baseball}

prior  
knowledge
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Prototypes (+ cluster features):
• [Haghighi & Klein 06]

Others:
•
•

[Raghavan & Allan 07]  
[Schapire et al.02]



Limited Approach: Bayesian Approach

approach: Encode prior knowledge with a prior on parameters.

x1 x2 x3

α θ

y1 y2 y3

specifying
natural: “ should be small (or sparse)”

[Johnson 07], among many others

possible: “ should be close to ”

( informative prior ) [Dayanik et al. 06]



limitation: Our prior knowledge is not about parameters!  
Parameters are difficult to interpret; 
Hard to get desired effect.

Limited Approach: Bayesian Approach

approach: Encode prior knowledge with a prior on parameters.

x1 x2 x3

α θ

y1 y2 y3

specifying
natural: “ should be small (or sparse)”

[Johnson 07], among many others

possible: “ should be close to ”

( informative prior ) [Dayanik et al. 06]



Limited Approach:Augmenting Model

x1 x2 x3

y1

y2 y3

z1approach: Encode prior knowledge with  
additional variables and dependencies.

[Li 2009], (arguably) many unsupervised methods

[Li, Huang, Zhu 2010], modeling discourse
relations with additional variables



Limited Approach:Augmenting Model

limitation: can be difficult to get desired effect

limitation: may make exact inference intractable

x1 x2 x3

y1

y2 y3

z1approach: Encode prior knowledge with  
additional variables and dependencies.

[Li 2009], (arguably) many unsupervised methods

[Li, Huang, Zhu 2010], modeling discourse
relations with additional variables



How can we address these limitations?



Constraint Features & Expectations:
Text Classification



Constraint Features & Expectations:

• expected probability that documents that contain
game are labeled hockey (cw is the count of game)

Text Classification



Constraint Features & Expectations:

• expected probability that documents that contain
game are labeled hockey (cw is the count of game)

labels  
baseball  
hockey  
politics  
science

contain game
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Text Classification



Constraint Features & Expectations:

(0.0 + 0.7 + 0.5 + 0.0 + 0.0) / 3 = 0.4

• expected probability that documents that contain
game are labeled hockey (cw is the count of game)

labels  
baseball  
hockey  
politics  
science

contain game
--- --- ----- -- -- --- --- ----- -- -- --- --- ----- -- -- --- --- ----- -- -- --- --- ----- -- --

--- ---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ---- --- ---
--- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- --

--------- ------- --------- ------- --------- ------- --------- ------- --------- -------
---- -- ---- -- ---- -- ---- -- ---- --

--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
---- ------ ----- ---- ------ ----- ---- ------ ----- ---- ------ ----- ---- ------ -----

Text Classification



Constraining Model Expectations

• express preferences using target values:



Constraining Model Expectations

• express preferences using target values:



Some Related Frameworks

lPR: Posterior Regularization

lCODL: Constraint Driven Learning

lGEC: Generalized Expectation Criterion



Overview: PR, CoDL, GE

Generalized Expectation Constraints:
Train model to satisfy constraints.

Posterior Regularization:
Project onto a constraint set + EM training.

Constraint Driven Learning:
Apply constraints at decode time + self-training.



For concreteness: running example

Want to ensure that 25% of unlabeled 
documents are about politics
• constraint features

•

•

preferred expected value
b = 0.25

Expectation w.r.t.unlabeled data



Posterior Regularization



Posterior Regularization
J. Graça, K. Ganchev, B. Taskar (2007).

University of Pennsylvania (2007)

Idea:	Regularize data likelihood with	valid	posteriors

Valid	posteriors:

[e.g:	q(Y) that	assign	25%	articles	to	“politics”]



Posterior Regularization
J. Graça, K. Ganchev, B. Taskar (2007).

University of Pennsylvania (2007)

Idea:	Regularize data likelihood with	valid	posteriors



Optimization: Expectation 
Maximization 

Objective:optimize marginal likelihood
By Jensen’s inequality, we define a lower-bound F(q,θ) as

We can re-write F(q,θ) as



Optimization: Expectation 
Maximization 

Objective:optimize marginal likelihood

Expectation Maximization:

We can easily see:



A More Illustrative Example

Minimize:
f(x,y)=5x2-6x*y+5y2



Optimizing Posterior Regularization

Idea： EM algorithm with valid posteriors

PR Objective:

Constrained EM: constrain with valid posteriors



How to Solve the Min Sub-problem?

The Minimization Problem:

The Dual Problem:

The Solution:



Optimizing Posterior Regularization

]



Posterior Regularization

Soft constraints:

Hard constraints:



Applications with Posterior
Regularization



Sentence-level Sentiment Classification

Idea: incur context-aware posterior constraints for classification
Problem: given a sequence of sentences X, predict the labels Y
Model: Conditional Random Fields

Data likelihood:

Objective:

Soft constraints:

Yang and Cardie,ACL 2014.



Sentence-level Sentiment Classification
Yang and Cardie,ACL 2014.

Lexical constraints: A sentence label has its
expected value of its sentiment words

Discourse constraints: Contradictory
sentiment transition should be small



Aspect Phrase Clustering

Zhao, Huang, et al. EMNLP 2014.

Li	Zhao,	Minlie	Huang,	Haiqiang	Chen,	Junjun	Cheng,	Xiaoyan	Zhu.	Clustering	
Aspect-related	Phrases	by	Leveraging	Sentiment	Distribution	Consistency.	EMNLP	
2014,	October	25–29,	2014	—Doha,	Qatar.



Aspect Phrase Clustering

Goal：clustering aspect phrases that refer to 
the same product property
- aspect “battery”: {“battery”, “battery life”, 

“power”…}

Semi-structured Reviews:

Zhao, Huang, et al. EMNLP 2014.

The same aspect
can not be in
Pros and Cons at
the same time!



Sentiment Distribution Consistency

The sentiment distribution of aspect “battery” and its related-phrases 
on a product k with a large amount of reviews.



Sentiment Distribution Consistency

Different phrases of the same aspect tend to have the same 
sentiment distribution, or to have statistically close estimated 

distributions.

The sentiment distribution of aspect “battery” and its related-phrases 
On a product k with a large amount of reviews.



Some Statistics……

Xai : a random variable indicating the sentiment on aspect ai

- 1: aspect ai receives positive comments; 0 negative

- pai: the prob.of ai being rated positively

For an aspect phrase fj, if

then:

Sentiment	Distribution	Consistency



However…

When	the	number	of	reviews	is	limited…

The sentiment distribution of aspect “battery” and its related-phrases 
on a product k’ with a small mumber of reviews.

The estimated sentiment distribution
is unreliable!



Confidence Interval

Phrase distribution Pfj=<0.67, 0.33>

Idea：use interval estimation to generate
flexible constraints

MLE sentiment rating	of	phrase fj
on	product	k	

MLE sentiment rating	of	
aspect	ai on	product	k	

Aspect Distribution



Aspect Phrase Clustering

Data likelihood:

Data likelihood with MNB(each phrase is
represented by a context document):

Valid posterior constraints:

Aspect distribution:

Prob. of a phrase
belonging to an aspect :



Aspect Phrase Clustering - Experiments
Purity,	Rand	Index,	Entropy

Compared to supervised models Sensitivity analysis

Constraint Effect



Sentiment Extraction
Zhao, Huang, et al. CIKM 2015.

Li	zhao,	Minlie	Huang,	Xiaoyan	Zhu.	Sentiment	Extraction	by	
Leveraging	Aspect-Opinion	Association	Structure.	CIKM	2015,	
Oct	19-23,	Melbourne,	Australia.



Sentiment Extraction
Zhao, Huang, et al. CIKM 2015.

What if we do not have semi-structured data?



Clustering with Syntactic Constraints

context	document

syntactic	distribution

syntactic	distribution

Aspect cluster distribution

Aspect cluster Aspect cluster distribution

Zhao, Huang, et al. CIKM 2015.



Clustering with Syntactic Constraints

Pearson Chi-square Test:

Valid posterior constraints:

Expected Observed



Extraction from Clusters

Likelihood Ratio Test



Extraction from Clusters

Rank words within a cluster based on the
same measure



Dataset

Our approach can extract more good topics with better precision.

Good topic: For each topic (or cluster in 
our setting), we judge it as a “good 
topic” if the top 15 words contain at 
least 5 synonymous aspect words.

Sentiment Extraction - Experiments



Sentiment Classification in Semi-
Supervised Settings

Zhao, Huang, et al. AAAI 2016.

Li	Zhao,	Minlie Huang,	Ziyu Yao,	Xiaoyan Zhu.	Semi-supervised	
Multinomial	Naive	Bayes	for	Text	Classification	by	Leveraging	Word-level	
Statistical	Constraint, AAAI 2016



Sentiment Classification in Semi-
Supervised Settings

G. S. Mann and A. McCallum. 
Simple, robust, scalable semi-
supervised learning via expectation 
regularization. In Proc. ICML, 2007.

Motivation: Semi-supervised learning may not be stable.

Zhao, Huang, et al. AAAI 2016.



MNB with EM

Multinomial Naïve Bayes

Multinomial Naïve Bayes with unlabeled data



Word Class Distribution with MNB

Word	Class	Distribution
For	each	word	w,	how	likely	does	it	appear	in	

different	class?

MLE	on	labeled	data



Maximum Likelihood Estimation(MLE)

jar	for	“good” three	samples



Maximum Likelihood Estimation(MLE)

jar	for	“good” three	samples

Estimated parameters for less frequent word
are unreliable!



MNB-EM

may	be	different	from										.	
But	how	much	could											be	different	from											?

MLE	on	labeled	data	and	EM’s	estimation	P(c|d)	for	unlabeled	data



Interval Estimation

Frequent	w	has	relatively	reliable	estimation.
For	frequent	w,	Pu should	not	be	too	different	from	Pl.

on	labeled	data

Wilson	interval

Generate lower and upper bound



Document Posterior Constraint

Word class distribution should be maintained
on both supervised and unsupervised data



Document Posterior Constraint

Word class distribution should be maintained
on both labeled and unlabeled data



Experiments

Dataset



Comparison of Macro-F1 for Topic/Sentiment Classification 



Experiments

Our approach can improve the word class 
distribution estimates for most words. 



Transfer Learning for Text Classification
with Word-level Statistical Constraint

Word Marginal Distribution Difference

Word Class Distribution Consistency

source 
domain

target 
domain

Constraints could be wrong when
Pt(w)>>Ps(w)!!!



Transfer Learning for Text Classification
with Word-level Statistical Constraint

Xw=1 indicates a document of containing w is positive

How to estimate Pw
+?

Maths
 
Pw

+ = Xw
1 + Xw

2 +!+ Xw
N

Nw

When n is large enough



Transfer Learning for Text Classification
with Word-level Statistical Constraint

When n is large enough

Similarly for target domain



Transfer Learning for Text Classification
with Word-level Statistical Constraint

Idea: calculate confidence interval for                           , 
considering the sample variance in both source domain and 
target domain. 

According to the assumption



Idea: calculate confidence interval for                           , 
considering the sample variance in both source domain 
and target domain. 

Constraints on document posteriors

Transfer Learning for Text Classification
with Word-level Statistical Constraint



Transfer Learning Experiments



Transfer Learning Experiments



Summary of PR

1. Design the constraints (and how to apply it
robustly)

2. Formulate the problem within PR by designing
1. Probabilistic model
2. Data likelihood
3. The KL term

3. Solve the problem



Constraint Driven Learning



Constraint-Driven Learning

Application: Information Extraction

Ide a:Tell the system~~~
•
•

Citations have contiguous authors
Citation fields usually end with punctuation

Implementation:
• Design a penalty function to encode constraint

M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign(2007)



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign(2007)  

Ide a: Use knowledge to decode better:
predict 25% of articles are“politics”



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign(2007)  

Ide a: Use knowledge to decode better:
predict 25% of articles are“politics”

Ide a:Retrain with predictions.



Constraint-Driven Learning

•

•

Motivation:Hard EM-like algorithm with preferences

Constraint Driven Learning:

M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

penalties encode similar information as 

E-Step can be hard; use beam search



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

Train a learning
model



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

Train a learning
model

Top K inference with
Penalty



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

Train a learning
model

Top K inference with
Penalty

Get new training
data



Constraint-Driven Learning
M. Chang, L. Ratinov, D. Roth (2007).

Train a learning
model

Top K inference with
Penalty

Get new training
data

Update parameter
with new data



Generalized Expectation Criterion



Generalized Expectation Constraints

Application: Document Classification,Info Extraction

Ide a:Use labeled features:
•

Implementation:
•

G. Mann, A. McCallum (2007). G. Druck, G. Mann, A. McCallum. (2008)

University of Massachusetts Amherst (2007)

Document has

Add penalty while training:



Generalized Expectation Constraints
G. Mann, A. McCallum (2007). G. Druck, G. Mann, A. McCallum. (2008)

University of Massachusetts Amherst (2007)

Idea:Penalize“bad” distributions:
train a model to predict 25% of articles as“politics”



Generalized Expectation Constraints

Objective:

Optimization: gradient descent on

G. Mann, A. McCallum (2007). G. Druck, G. Mann, A. McCallum. (2008)

University of Massachusetts Amherst (2007)

Idea:Penalize“bad” distributions:
train a model to predict 25% of articles as“politics”



Generalized Expectation Constraints

KL
Positive Negative

love 0.9 0.1

interest 0.9 0.1

bad 0.1 0.9

hate 0.1 0.9

Reference distribution

positive Negative

love 0.7 0.3

interest 0.6 0.4

bad 0.2 0.8

hate 0.1 0.9

Predicted distribution

G. Druck, G. Mann, A. McCallum. (2008)

Objective: measure thedistancebetween a reference
expectation and predicted expectation for features f(x,y)



A Real Application for GEC
What if we have no data?



Text Classification  
What if we have no data?

Objective:

but the majority of the film is a  
convoluted and confusing mess .  
characters keep popping up with  
no explanation , demanding  
money for deals that occur off-
screen

but what in the end makes " toy  
story 2 " a memorable  
experience is not the jokes , its  
multiple parodies or marvelous  
animation . it is its heart and  
emotions

Cannot use standard unsupervised learning with ME  
We  still have some prior knowledge about the problem



Text Classification  
What if we have no data?

Objective:

but the majority of the film is a  
convoluted and confusing mess .  
characters keep popping up with  
no explanation , demanding  
money for deals that occur off-
screen

but what in the end makes " toy  
story 2 " a memorable  
experience is not the jokes , its  
multiple parodies or marvelous  
animation . it is its heart and  
emotions

Cannot use standard unsupervised learning with ME  
We  still have some prior knowledge about the problem

Positive: memorable,marvelous

Negative: mess



Text Classification  
Labeled features

[Mann & McCallum 07], [Druck et al. 08]



Text Classification  
Labeled features

[Mann & McCallum 07],[Druck et al.08]

• feature:

• expectation: label distribution for docs that contain w



Text Classification 
Labeled features

[Mann & McCallum 07],[Druck et al.08]

• feature:

• expectation: label distribution for docs that contain w
0.9

0.45

0
mess

Positive  
Negative



Text Classification 
Labeled features

[Mann & McCallum 07],[Druck et al.08]

• feature:

• expectation: label distribution for docs that contain w
0.9

0.45

0

Positive  
Negative

•
mess

GE  penalty: KL divergence from target distribution



User Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]



User Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]
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User Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]

~15 minutes, 100  
documents labeled  

(or skipped):
78% accuracy
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User Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]

~2 minutes, 100  
features labeled  

(or skipped):  
82% accuracy

~15 minutes, 100  
documents labeled  

(or skipped):
78% accuracy

0 100 200 600 700 800
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0.8
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300 400 500
labeling time in seconds
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in
g 
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0.5

GE  
ER

PC vs. Mac

PC Mac
dos mac
ibm apple
hp quadra
dx

targets set with  
simple heuristic:  

majority label gets  
90% of mass

complete set of  
labeled features



Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]



Experiments with Labeled Features
[Druck et al. 08]
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API for New GE Constraints:  
MALLET

•
•
•

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu

Java Interfaces for implementing new	GE constraints  

covariance computation implemented (MaxEnt,CRF)  

primarily	need	to	write	code	 to:

•
•

compute constraint features

compute penalty and penalty-specific part of the gradient

•
•

restriction:	constraints must factor with model

restriction:	penalty should be differentiable



Summary: CoDL, GE, PR

Generalized Expectation Constraints:
Train model to satisfy constraints.

Posterior Regularization:
Project onto a constraint set + EM training.

Constraint Driven Learning:
Apply constraints at decode time + self-training.



Visual Example: Maximum Likelihood
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Visual Example: Constraint Driven Learning
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Visual Example: Posterior Regularization
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A visual comparison of the frameworks
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API for New PR Constraints:  
MALLET

•
•
•

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu

Java Interfaces for implementing new PR constraints  

inference algorithms implemented (MaxEnt,CRF)

primarily need to write code to:

•
•

compute constraint features

compute penalty and penalty-specific part of the gradient  
for the modified E-step

• restriction: constraints must factor with model



Off-the-Shelf Tools & API:  
PRToolkit

•
•

http://code.google.com/p/pr-toolkit/

off-the-shelf support for PR  

models:

• MaxEnt Classifier,HMM,DMV

• applications:

• WordAlignment,Pos Induction,Grammar Induction

•
•
•

constraints: posterior sparsity, bijectivity,agreement  

No command line mode

Smaller support base
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